Orange Renewable adds 100 MW Capacity to Its Wind Portfolio
Commissions projects in Gujarat and Karnataka

New Delhi, 24th April, 2017: Orange Renewable, a 100% subsidiary of AT Holdings Pte Ltd,
Singapore has recently partnered with Gamesa India to add a capacity of 100 MW to its existing
operational wind portfolio with the commissioning of 40 MW in the district of Rajkot, Gujarat
and 60 MW in Yadgir, Karnataka. Gamesa India has supplied 50 turbines (G114 and G97) of
2000 KW to these projects.
Orange Renewable has added wind capacity of 210 MW to its fleet during the financial year
2016-17 MW to reach a mark of 567 MW of operational wind power delivered by 304 turbines,
with a pipeline of over 2 GW wind capacity under development across major windy states in
India.
Speaking on the development Mr. Hemant Tikoo, Executive Committee Member, Orange
Renewable said, “We are delighted to be part of steadfastly growing renewable energy sector in
India. The progressive trajectory of our wind and solar verticals testify our commitment
towards developing clean energy solutions for a better tomorrow. We stand committed to our long term
goals in India and will continue to look for opportunities for further investments.”

Speaking further, Mr. Sudhir Nunes, CEO Wind Business, Orange Renewable said, “We are
extremely delighted with our growing portfolio of clean energy assets. The commissioning of

our wind projects are aligned to our growth strategies for the region and a steady step towards
building clean energy resources. Orange Renewable is poised to play a pivotal role in the
production, transmission and distribution of renewable energy in the years to come.”
Orange has entered into agreements with Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam Ltd. and Gulbarga
Electricity Supply Company Limited for supply of clean energy on long term basis at affordable
tariff. The projects are expected to generate electricity to power 67,100 households.
These two projects will mitigate carbon footprint by approx. 2.82 lac t CO2e/ annually.

Orange Renewable (www.orangerenewable.com)
Headquartered in New Delhi, India, Orange Renewable, a 100% subsidiary of AT Holdings Pte
Ltd, Singapore, is focused on developing, constructing, owning and operating renewable energy
projects in the field of wind and solar across India with presence in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat and Rajasthan.

AT Holdings Pte Ltd, Singapore (www.atcapital.com.sg)
Headquartered in Singapore, AT Capital Group was founded by Mr. Arvind Tiku. AT Capital
Group has an asset portfolio worth approximately US$2.5 billion. Its global portfolio includes
investments in residential and commercial real estate, hospitality, natural resources, renewable
energy, engineering and construction.

